New Website - www.andaluciadelmar.se
The information on the Website is organised in five main sections, of which four are available to all
website visitors:

About us – all information about Our apartments such as layout, photos and documents as well as
Board Contact information is found here and The concept is explained. In addition there are links to
other website pages for easier navigation.

Under the heading The concept there is information about FAMs´s administration, our rules of
conduct, our car policy and changeover dates.

Weeks for purchase –For those interested in purchasing listed weeks or want to communicate
an interest in buying unlisted weeks the required information is found here. All available weeks are
found under the heading Weeks for sale and an interested to buy form makes it easy to make a bid.
To communicate an interest in buying unlisted weeks there is a form under the heading Purchase
unlisted weeks. Upon submission there is a confirmation that the message has been sent on the
screen as well as a detailed confirmation e-mailed to the sender.

Weeks for rent – For those who are interested in renting weeks all the required information is
found here. All available weeks are found under the heading Weeks for rent and a Reservation
request makes it easy to make an enquiry. Upon submission there is a confirmation that the message
has been sent on the screen as well as a detailed confirmation e-mailed to the sender.

To facilitate quick access to the listings for the weeks that are for sale or available for rent there are
”Shortcut buttons” on the homepage.

On site – Here the focus is on when in Spain or planning the trip and where Information about the
Service Office NAM and what to expect On arrival or suggestions of what To do as well as practical
matters such as Travel information and the Price list is found.

There are two additional headings:
ARRIVAL NOTICE: – By submitting a correctly completed arrival notification on time, this very
essential communication between the visitors to Andalucia del Mar and the Service office NAM is the
key for allowing our staff to do their best in ensuring a wonderful visit for all. Upon submission there
is confirmation that the message has been sent on the screen as well as a detailed confirmation emailed to the sender.
OWNERS`S ACCOUNT – This is a temporary section which will disappear May 1st 2015.

FOR SHAREHOLDERS This sections requires a log-in and the information herein is only intended
for the shareholders.
There are three main sections:
Shareholder information
Sell apartment weeks
Sublet apartment weeks

